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Epitomizing Spaces with stone
Amit Shah, Managing Director, Classic Marble Company has been crafting elegant décor solutions for residential and commercial spaces, and by dint of it a formidable reputation
Classic Marble Company has
been redefining lifestyles for
more than 2 decades now. What,
in your opinion, has shaped the
success of the company?
>> Two decades ago, the marble industry in India was almost non-existent and the only kind of marble
that was known to a large section
was the white marble. As time progressed, things changed with people aspiring better products and
options in choice. When we began
operations in natural stone two
decades ago, India was emerging as
one of the strongest developing
economies in the world and we
were determined to ride the ship.
We had a feel of the pulse of the Indian consumers' aspirations and
knew that offering them what they
desire would be the way forward.
We strongly believe in the India
Growth Story and always have. We
invested manpower, time and energy in studying the global reserves
of different quarries, the mineral
concentrations and got insights on
how the different geographies af-

We strongly believe in the India Growth Story and always
have. We invested manpower, time and energy in studying the
global reserves of different quarries, the mineral
concentrations and got insights on how the different
geographies affect the composition of stones. This enabled us
to determine the quality of the end product and make our
procurements in marble and granite among other stones the
best. CMC after having earned its status as the number 1 stone
company, launched Composite Marble & Quartz range under
the brand name 'KalingaStone' in 2009.
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Today, over 700 of the company's
product offerings are manufactured at its state-of-the-art plant
spread over 5,00,000 sq. m. of land
in Silvassa, Gujarat and distributed through exclusive showrooms
and several distributor and dealer
networks in India and overseas.
Apart from having an in-depth
knowledge of this domain we also
have the best talent in our team. It
is their dedicated efforts at research and maintaining quality
that positions CMC right at the top
in the industry.

The company has been the embodiment of Make in India,
with its products exported to
multiple countries. How was
this made possible?
>> Presently, KalingaStone, our
brand for engineered stones is being exported to over 53 countries
across 6 continents, thus making it
a preferred choice across the globe.
CMC accounts for 50 per cent of
the total exports in engineered
stones from India. One of main
reasons for our success as exporters is the quality of our prod-

ucts. We have deployed the best
technology and talent in the world
working with us. A dedicated team
for market research keeps us
abreast of trends and shifts in consumer choices and equips us with
the ability to embrace change
quicker. CMC's strong and widespread sales & distribution network worldwide enables the company to fulfil its customers' requirement efficiently. CMC was
honoured with the prestigious Export Excellence Award for 20142015 by the Stone Federation.
We expect our export market
share to grow by 30 percent annually with the new quartz production line to commencing operations soon. This will be one-of-itskind veined quartz manufactured
anywhere because the stone will
resemble the textures seen in natural marble while possessing the
strength of quartz. Information
and innovation put CMC in the
forefront for production and supply in all kinds of stones across the
world.

A thing of beauty is a joy forever
Abhishek Somany, Managing Director, Somany Ceramics has built a company of
eminence thanks to a legacy of innovation and excellence
From something of a hygiene
product to a product holding
great aesthetic value, tiles and
the tiling industry have come
a long way. How do you feel
the industry has evolved?
>> India is a market that has oscillated wildly between pockets of
extreme wealth and extreme
poverty. In between these extremes is a country that is rapidly developing, carrying with it a
flotilla of new infrastructure
projects and residential and commercial buildings. This churn
has thrown up a set of people
who are at once affluent and willing to experiment. Widely travelled, they seek and aspire for the
best the world has to offer and are
willing to pay the premium such
services or products demand.
Amongst their many wants is a
house that reflects their own personalities and may contain conveniences, upgrades, automation
and feel good products. One such
is the ceramic tile.
A virtual non-starter 30 years
ago, the ceramic tile industry has
swiftly escalated to now becoming the third largest market in
the world; surging forward at
more than 15% per annum the industry displays intense competi-

We believe in our vision, to
be the most sought after tile
and allied product in India
and be the best employer in
the tile industry.

tion. Tiles industry volumes have
a positive correlation with India's GDP at 1.5 x for past few
years. With GDP expected to
grow faster, tiles industry is expected to continue to grow in
double digits. Government policies such as Housing for all &

Now in its 45th year, Somany has led the growth through
pioneering initiatives and a network of dealers that have
penetrated deep into the market. Today, Somany Ceramics
is no longer just a tile manufacturer but a complete multiproduct solution's brand. Large ad spends, premiumisation
and design innovations backed by change in perception
towards tiles as lifestyle product will ensure higher than
industry growth rates for branded players like us.

Smart cities, the rapid urbanization, rising disposable income,
commercial, infrastructure and
replacement demand would continue to ensure robust growth of
tile industry.
Fast pace urban life demands
low maintenance settings but
without any compromise on its
aesthetic front. The buyer profile
has changed and the products are
also more environment friendly.
That is exactly how the tiles industry is evolving worldwide and
offering its customers a fusion of
the most advanced designs with
unbeatable functional excellence.
Now in its 45th year, Somany
has led the growth through pioneering initiatives and a network
of dealers that have penetrated
deep into the market. Today, Somany Ceramics is no longer just
a tile manufacturer but a complete multi-product solution's
brand. Large ad spends, premiumisation and design innovations
backed by change in perception
towards tiles as lifestyle product
will ensure higher than industry
growth rates for branded players
like us.
In your opinion, what are the
major events that have shaped
Somany Ceramics into the
company it is today.
>> Somany's dedication and in-

sistence on innovation and
world-class quality has been the
secret of its monumental success. The alacrity and speed with
which the company caters to the
continuous and ever-changing
consumer preferences is unparalleled in this industry and is the
envy of its competitors. For instance, Somany is the first in the
industry to have a VC Shield
patent which is a radical technology that makes it possible for a
tile to remain resistant to abrasion, scratches and stains. The
company has also introduced digital high-definition (HD) technology to transfer realistic images
onto tiles. This technology has
brought a new edge to the market
and set a novel trend in the tile
industry. The company has
earned for itself the distinction
of becoming the first ceramic tile
manufacturer to receive an ISO
9001 accreditation; an ISO 14001
certification for environment
friendly manufacturing facility ;
also certified by the Indian Green
Building Council for manufacturing eco-friendly products; have
received the prestigious Power
Brand Award for two consecutive
years; awarded with Asia's most
promising brand of the year in
ceramics tile category by World
Consulting & Research Organisation.
Somany Ceramics was founded
in 1969 by Mr. H.L. Somany in collaboration with Pilkington's Tile
Holding, UK. Today, we are one of
the leading manufacturer and
marketer of tiles, sanitaryware &
bath fittings in India. We are listed on BSE and NSE and produce
55 million sq. m of vitrified and

ceramic tiles through owned and
joint venture facilities. Along
with the large size manufacturing facility, we have pan India
presence with vast distribution
network comprising of 10,000
plus dealers & sub-dealers and
200 franchisee managed showrooms/ own display centres.
You, and by extension your
company, has always had its
finger on the pulse of the market. Would you say this is a
major part of the success your
company has enjoyed?
>> Over the years, we have realized that the best way to grow is
to outsource the production to
smaller players and leverage our
brand and distribution network
for marketing and selling the
same. We follow asset light model
of growth wherein we keep on
adding more and more capacities
by taking stake in the equity of
smaller manufacturers who shall
exclusively produce for us.
We believe in our vision, to be
the most sought after tile and allied product in India and be the
best employer in the tile industry.
Since its inception, Somany has
been focusing on providing value
added products and services by
continuously working towards
reducing the manufacturing
costs and other overheads. The
company is expanding today
through its superior quality and
state-of-the-art products. It vows
to keep going from strength to
strength with the best, most varied range of Wall Tiles, Floor
Tiles, Sanitary Ware and Bath
Fittings to be one-stop destination for all home-decor needs.

Making a difference, directly
Samir Modi, Founder and Managing Director, Modicare pursued a dream of providing
everyone economic independence with zeal and determination
As a direct selling company,
there is a huge untapped potential in the Indian market.
How does Modicare plan to
tap it?
>> People in India are tired of
their broken dreams and there is
complete disillusionment all
around. Modicare is putting
products that perform along
with a very robust compensation plan that will deliver results.
The Samir Modi Azadi plan is
among the highest paying compensation plan in the industry.
We are launching a training system that will make people successful.
Competition in the industry
is perhaps fiercer than ever,
with e-commerce changing
the game. How do you differentiate yourself and continue
to drive demand?
>> We are fully geared to help
our independent consultants
harness the power of the Internet and E-commerce. The Modicare app makes the lives of its
people easier by putting all that

they need to be successful on
their phone - training materials,
presentations, communication,
business analytics, e-commerce,
down line management, literature, customer reach out program. It is virtual office on your
mobile.
The wellness, cosmetics and
personal care market heavily

Our products give multiple benefits to the independent
consultant by providing a residual income and products
that perform. The combination of making the dreams of
the common man come true and giving him a reason to
smile all help in competing against the Giants of this world.

I was 25 years old at the
time I began working on the
idea that blossomed into
Modicare, and I realized that
to be truly competitive as a
nation we have to adopt an
aggressive attitude. The
only way to replicate
success in India was through
economic independence. I
knew that the road to make
my dream into a reality
would be hard, but through
sheer determination and
the support of my visionary
father along with dedicated
team members, I began to
conceptualize it.
features MNCs. How do you
compete in this hugely competitive market?
>> Modicare has a huge advantage even though these are dominated by MNC's. This is due to
the unique selling system of
Modicare. Our products are high
performance, value for money
products. Self usage, one-one
selling, life changing testimonials, demonstration and the 100%
satisfaction policy all help. Our
products give multiple benefits
to the independent consultant
by providing a residual income

and products that perform. The
combination of making the
dreams of the common man
come true and giving him a reason to smile all help in competing against the Giants of this
world.
Could you tell us more about
the inspiration behind creating Modicare?
>> Over the course of my travels and time overseas, the success of Indians worldwide
amazed me. And yet, there is a
strange paradox to this success.
While Indians are attaining success worldwide, they are languishing in their own country. I
pondered about what created
this divide. The answer was obvious; opportunity, or the lack of
it.
I was 25 years old at the time I
began working on the idea that
blossomed into Modicare, and I
realized that to be truly competitive as a nation we have to adopt
an aggressive attitude. The only
way to replicate success in India
was through economic independence. I knew that the road
to make my dream into a reality
would be hard, but through
sheer determination and the
support of my visionary father
along with dedicated team members, I began to conceptualize it.
Realizing that there was expertise required to empower me

and my team to face the challenges ahead, we hired the best
talent from around the globe.
Boston Consulting Group laid
the framework, Andersen Consulting began to engineer the
processes, and the Umezawa
group of Japan established the
product research, selection and
launch processes. The Board of
Directors comprised of the nation's top professionals and executives and was headed by Mr.
K.K. Modi.
Armed with this new philosophy of management and an innovative, lateral thinking, Modicare was born in 1996. It was the
first Indian direct selling company and it has since grown to
become one of India's leading
direct selling companies.
Today there are thousands of
Indians who live this dream and
are leading their country well
and truly into the next century.
They are the products of an India that is pacing forward to assert its own identity. An India
that stands up to show the world
that we are second to none,
silent yet competitive and her
people are capable of achieving
success in any sphere, in any
country and in any domain. Liberated by the power of their
dreams, the wisdom to follow
them, today they have traversed
the boundaries and borders that
have always confined them.

Raising a toast
to success
Dr. Rajesh Patil, CMD, Pause
wines strives to put India on the
global map
You decided very early
on to go entrepreneurial by harnessing your
passions. What drove
this decision?
>> It’s true. Business is
my hobby. Entrepreneurial spirit is deeply
embedded within me
since childhood that saw
me indulge in multiple
small business ventures
to support our living.
This laid the foundation
to building a strong
business acumen which
was further nurtured
and anchored a firm
thought in me to start
my own independent
business. After the success I got in real estate
business I was looking
for
something
new,
something different and
more enjoyable.
First of all I am passionate about agriculture. I love to travel. I
love to work with my
hands and be outside
and most important I
love to learn. Growing
grapes embodies all
these interests in a special way. This is a sunrise industry and my liking and passion to it motivated me to start this
business. After extensive research on the Indian market, I am convinced there is a growing growing acceptance
in the years to come,
which is when I decided
to start with this venture.

With several international players now entering the market,
how do you differentiate your brand from
competitors?
>> Well our Indianness
gives us that advantage.
The right climatic conditions and fertile soil of
our land are one of the
best for producing optimum quality products in
India. Our goal is to offer a variety of custom
made offerings specially
suited to the India
palette.
Appropriate
pairings to suit the consumer’s palate has already created the impact
on consumer’s minds.
Our core value such as
Consumer
Centricity,
Quality Consciousness,
Integrity and aim to
build a healthy community certainly helps us
stand firmly in the face
of stiff competition.

Wisdom for
the ages

Leaders young and old were
offered some serious food for
thought by the seasoned experts
that held fort at the Economic
Times Inspiring Business
Leaders of India

W

ith a room full of
eminent business
leaders, it follows to
reason that there would be
plenty of wisdom to glean
from the masters in attendance. As part of the panel on
'Making of a Leader: What it
takes to be the face of a brand'
at the Economic Times Inspiring Business Leaders of
India, there were plenty of insights and pearls of wisdom
to be dwelled upon and we
have summed up the best of
the lot for you.

LEARN FROM
THE GODS

>> The gods have always been
great leaders that we can look
up to. Look no further than
the Hindu holy scriptures.
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva
are the creator, preserver and
destroyer, and the three of
them embody three leadership styles we can observe
and learn from. Great leaders
can make an enormous impact when their particular
leadership style syncs perfectly with a certain need of
the organization, making it
all the more important to pick
the right avatar of leadership.

BE RELATABLE

>> People choose to follow
someone they can trust, respect, and feel comfortable
with. They have to look up to
the leader and that entails a
certain level of trust and respect to be earned. After all
without gaining the trust of
someone, you can't really
make the connection that is
so necessary in order to inspire them to achieve great
things.

KEEP IT REAL

>> There is no rule book that
says a certain leadership style
is the one to turn to in all situations. There is no scientific
formula that distils this, so
just be yourself and trust that
your belief in your ability
and natural way of doing
things will be enough to win
the day and be successful.

NO FREE LUNCHES

>> In life and in business,
there are no free lunches.
Everything must be earned
one way or another. There's
no substitute for sheer hard
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work and a willingness to go
the extra mile even if it isn't
needed. Everyone recognizes
a successful person, few know
of or think of the hard hours
put into reaching that position of eminence, so be the
hardest worker in the room.

LEADERSHIP IS
A PRIVILEGE

>> Whether yours is a family
business, Multinational Corporation or otherwise, leading someone is a privilege not
to be taken lightly. After all,
with great power comes great
responsibility. It is not something taken by way of right,
but instead earned through
your actions.’

DON'T LIVE ON
YOUR LAURELS

>> There's no point living in
the past. You're only as good
as your last job, and it is only
by living in the present that
you can work towards creating your ideal tomorrow. Anyone can do the job well once,
but to coast off past successes
is to create a recipe for mediocrity or worse, failure. You
have to keep working to build
bigger, better successes every
single day.

BE THE TALISMAN

>> As the leader of the pack,
you are the kind of company
you want you people to build.
You set the tone for it all, right
from values to company culture to even something as fundamental as ethicality. Don't
do anything you wouldn't
want anyone else doing, because followers will always
mimic the leader. Don't let the
wrong approach to business
trickle down the line. Unethical behavior is a slippery
slope, and if you slip everyone
else will too inevitably. Avoid
that banana peel.

GET STUCK IN
WHEN NEEDED

>> Sometimes an army
needs a General, at others a
soldier. Don't be afraid to get
into the trenches whenever
needed. The truth is that
while the corner office is
mightily tempting, having
your finger on the pulse of
the people and your company
is vital if you are to grow on
a daily basis.

